USA Baseball is committed to growing the game and developing our players both on and off the field. In an effort to foster
philanthropy, USA Baseball is working with long-time partner Pitch In For Baseball (PIFB) to collect new and gently used
baseball equipment to help underprivileged kids around the world play ball.
If you are not familiar with this fantastic charity, Pitch In For Baseball was founded in 2005 and helps to increase access to
the game by providing equipment to children and communities . Since its inception, PIFB has donated over $7 million
worth of equipment to nearly 600,000 kids worldwide in over 90 countries and every state in the US. In addition to the
partnership with USA Baseball, PIFB also works very closely with a broad network of partners including (but not limited to)
Major League Baseball, Little League, Wilson Sporting Goods, Louisville Slugger, and current and former MLB players .
Here at USA Baseball, we believe it is important for players to give back. With Pitch In For Baseball, we are excited to offer
our USA Baseball family an opportunity to recycle your unused gear and help another child get on the field.

How does it work?
USA Baseball has special bags with prepaid
postage available for you to donate equipment!
Donating is easy - just follow the steps below!

1. Pick up a donation bag (available at USA Baseball tournaments or by calling the office)
2. Fill it with any new or gently used baseball/
softball gear
3. Complete the donor information form on the bag
and place it inside the bag
4. Seal and drop off at any USPS Post Office
location
Here are some examples of what equipment to
include in your bag:


Gloves/catcher’s mitts



Baseballs/softballs



New socks



Belts



Rubber cleats

Don’t have equipment to donate but still
want to support PIFB?


Make a donation online at pifb.org



Checks can be made payable to Pitch In For
Baseball and sent in a separate envelope to:
Pitch In For Baseball
Attn: Meredith Kim
1541 Gehman Road
Harleysville, PA 19438

**Equipment PIFB cannot accept: used socks, used cups, uniform tops and hats that are not in sets of 12 or more

